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SPANISH VOCABULARY ACQUISITION
AND IMPLEMENTATION




 Mixed-aged Montessori primary classroom
– 10 students
• Four students between the ages of three and a half years old 
and four years old
• Four students between the ages of four years old and five 
years old
• Two students between the ages of five years old and six years 
old in the group
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Spanish vocabulary lessons
 Using three sets of flashcards/ nomenclature cards
– Colors (red, blue, yellow, green, orange, purple)
– Fruits (apple, orange, grapes, banana, blueberry, 
strawberry)
– Grace and courtesy (hello, goodbye, thank you, please, 
your welcome). 
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Spanish vocabulary lessons
 Montessori three-period lesson
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Literature Review
 Dr. Maria Montessori refers to the stage between 
birth and age six as one of the sensitive periods of 
development (Montessori, 1917).
 Montessori stated that young children are natural 
linguists; they learn language early on and decipher 
what it is and how to use it very quickly (Renton, 
1998). 
 Teacher training and preparation
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Literature Review
 Using flashcards/ nomenclature cards to teach 
Spanish vocabulary words relates to Fabri and 
Fortuna’s (2020) research study that supports 
Montessori’s statement that “the hand is the organ 
of the brain” (1917). 
 Azabdaftari and Mozaheb’s research showed that 
flashcards were an effective way for students to 
acquire vocabulary in a second language (2012). 
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The Research Process
 Spanish vocabulary lessons were given in thirty-
minute intervals twice a week for four weeks
 One Montessori teacher participated in the study, in 
a mixed-aged Montessori primary classroom
 Pre and post assessment tools were used to help 
analyze students progress
– Results were analyzed to determine how the intervention 
effected student Spanish vocabulary acquisition and 
implementation
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Action Research Findings
 Pre-Assessment Tool
– Children did not understand any Spanish vocabulary words 
presented to them in the pre-assessment tool.
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Action Research Findings
 Log of Lessons
– Log of Color Lessons
– Log of Fruit Lessons
– Log of Grace and Courtesy Lessons































 Tally of Words Used 
– Tally of children using color vocabulary words in our school 
environment, outside of lesson times when teacher-
initiated.
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Action Research Findings
 Tally of Words Used 
– Tally of children using color vocabulary words in our school 
environment, outside of lesson times when self-directed.
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Action Research Findings
 Log of Engagement 
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Action Research Findings
 Post-Assessment Tool
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Action Research Findings
 Percent improvement between pre-assessment and 
post-assessment
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Action Research Findings - Conclusion
 The data supports the intervention had successful 
results. 
– The data showed that there was a steady increase in 
Spanish vocabulary acquisition and implementation in the 
mixed-ages Montessori primary classroom.
– Student engagement was evident as the researcher 
continuously observed the children using vocabulary words 
in the school environment, outside of lesson times when 
teacher-initiated and when self-directed.
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Action Research Findings - Conclusion
 Main variable that affected the data results was the 
number of absences in the classroom due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. 
– It is worth noting that the results could have shown a 
higher increase in Spanish vocabulary acquisition and 
implementation had more children been present more 
consistently. 
– Due to the pandemic, numerous children were out during 
various times during the data collection period for 
quarantine due to possible coronavirus exposure risks.
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Action Research Findings - Conclusion
 Long-term effects of the study were impacted due 
to the length of the study. 
– It is worth noting that if the research time frame was 
expanded, it is possible that more students would be 
consistently present, and more students would learn more 
words. 
• The researcher continued to observe the children using 
vocabulary words in the school environment well after the 
data collection period was completed. For example, children 
would randomly attempt to state that a friend was wearing a 
blue/azul shirt, or that they enjoyed the apples/ manzanas at 
snack time, or say goodbye/adios to a friend that was leaving 
for the day. 
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Action Research Findings - Conclusion
 Older students were able to better acquire and 
implement the Spanish vocabulary words. 
– The four to five-year-olds seemed to grasp the lessons 
more quickly than the younger students. 
– This could again have resulted from attendance, so clearer 
statistics are not available on this. 
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How will these results impact my future 
teaching?
 A consistent second language will likely be taught 
at the school in the future.
 Lessons will continue to be presented in the same 
three-period lesson format.
– May be expanded to include other Montessori lessons and 
materials.
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Further Research
 Explore the use of real objects in conjunction with 
three-period lessons. 
 Explore using more commonly used Spanish 
vocabulary words as an extension to children who 
show greater interest in acquiring more words. 
 Explore the use of songs to teach Spanish 
vocabulary words.
 This researcher hopes that students continue to 
learn more languages and expand their knowledge 
in the future with this exposure.
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